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Cluster Cosmology – Improvements  

•  Sta/s/cs/precision 
– eROSITA 

•  Systema/cs/accuracy 
– Cluster physics 
–  Instrumental calibra/on 
– Mass calibra/on at high z 

– Adding groups 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The (Near) Future: 
eROSITA ~105 X‐Ray Clusters 

Zenit‐2SB rocket 
Fregat booster 

Spektr‐RG mission 
Navigator plaTorm 
ART‐XC / eROSITA 

eROSITA 

From Baikonur to L2 orbit 

1.5 million km 
from Earth 

Talks P. Predehl, A. Merloni 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Projected Cosmological Constraints 

•  eROSITA‐specific forecasts, taking into account photons 
registered at detector; assume that clusters get 
detected if at least 50 source photons received. 

•  Include cluster physics; sca>er in LX−M rela/on 
accounted for, fit scaling rela/on parameters 
simultaneously with cosmology (“self‐cal”). 

•  Take into account expected redshib uncertainty. 
•  Apply two cosmological tests simultaneously; evolu/on 
of (i) cluster mass func/on and (ii) angular clustering. 

•  Several assump/ons, e.g., hardware works, flat 
Universe, fiducial cosmology and LX−M rela/on, 
redshibs, one sky for all, …. 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Close to actual experiment: predict cluster abundance 
as func/on of X‐ray photons detected on eROSITA CCDs 

Pillepich, Porciani, Reiprich (2012) 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Pillepich, Mohammed, Porciani, Reiprich (in prep.) 

See also Pillepich et al. 2012; M
erloni et al. (arXiv:1209.3114)  7 



Dark Energy, constant w  See also Pillepich et al. 2012; M
erloni et al. (arXiv:1209.3114) 

Pillepich, Mohammed, Porciani, Reiprich (in prep.) 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Dark Energy  See also Pillepich et al. 2012; M
erloni et al. (arXiv:1209.3114) 

w = w0+(1‐a)wa = w0+waz/(1+z) 

Pillepich, Mohammed, Porciani, Reiprich (in prep.) 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eROSITA Compared to DES and Euclid 

Stage III 

Stage IV 

Stage IV 

Pillepich, Mohammed, Porciani, Reiprich (in prep.); Merloni et al. (arXiv:1209.3114). 
DES and Euclid from Giannantonio et al. (2012). 

<1%, <3% 

>300 for fNL=0 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Determine gas temperatures 
directly from survey data and 
improve cosmological 
constraints. 

See Katharina’s poster 
and 
Borm et al. (2014). 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Cosmological Implications from the eROSITA All-
Sky Survey

The evolution of the Universe and thus also the cosmological parameters, including the 

nature of dark energy, are imprinted in the Large Scale Structure (LSS) of the 

Universe. This evolution is especially traced by the distribution of galaxy clusters, which 

is for example expressed by the halo mass function. This functions expresses the 

number density of dark matter haloes in dependence on their mass and redshift. 
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Galaxy cluster redshifts of the highest precisions are obtained in optical spectroscopic 

observations. Their halo masses can indirectly be inferred from X-ray observations. 

First mass estimates can be based on X-ray temperatures or luminosities, which are 

imprinted in the cluster spectrum, and the application of scaling relations. Thus, 

analysing a large sample of galaxy cluster spectra enables to trace the LSS and thus to 

obtain knowledge on the properties of dark energy. 

Motivation – Galaxy Clusters and Cosmology The eROSITA-Mission

Figure 2: The eROSITA instrument on 

SRG. Credit: MPE 

Facts on eROSITA: 

!

• German X-ray instrument aboard the 

Russian satellite Spektrum Roentgen 

Gamma (SRG) (Predehl et al. 2010) 

• Expected launch date: 2015/16 to a L2 

orbit 

• Energy coverage: (0.1 - 8.0) keV 

• 4 years of all-sky surveys followed by 3 

years of pointed observations 

• Detection of around 100,000 clusters of 

galaxies ( e.g. Pillepich et al. 2012; 

Merloni et al. 2012) 

!

Main science driver: studying the nature of 

dark energy 

!

Cosmological Predictions: (Pillepich et al. 

2012, Merloni et al. 2012) 

• !w0= 0.026 (for wa = 0) 

• !wa = 0.206

Introduction to this Work

First Results: Examples (Borm et al. 2014, arXiv:1404.5312)

Outlook

Based on the halo mass function for the eROSITA 

instrument, we aim to run MCMC simulations (CosmoMC) 

to estimate the constraints on the different cosmological 

parameters. Additionally, we want to investigate the 

precision of the nature of dark energy in dependence on

!

!
Katharina Borm   

!
!
!

 Thomas H. Reiprich, Lorenzo Lovisari, Irshad Mohammed, Cristiano Porciani

be able to determine the individual clusters properties. 
We first predict the precision for observed cluster 

temperatures and redshifts from eROSITA data only. 

Additionally, we quantify possible systematic errors in the 

analysis of the data. In a second step, we prepare
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Figure 1: Halo mass function for a 

WMAP5 cosmology based on the  

theoretical function by Tinker et al.,  

2008, and the transfer function given  

by the CAMB-algorithm 

(Seljak & Zaldarriaga, 1996). The shape 

of this function strongly depends on the 

underlying cosmology.

The aim of our work is to forecast the constraints that the 

up-coming eROSITA instrument will place on the 

cosmological parameters, especially on the nature of dark 

energy. These simulations are based on the distribution of 

galaxy clusters and on how well this new instrument will 

! 

cosmological forecasts. Eventually, we will then 

implement the afore obtained details on the detectability 

of cluster temperatures into these simulations for a 

realistic assessment of the observational strength of 

eROSITA. 

!
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the precision of the observed cluster redshifts. This 

information is essential for planning optical follow-up 

observations to determine precise redshifts of eROSITA 

clusters. Eventually, we will include the above presented 

temperature information in the cosmological forecasts as

well as the knowledge of weak lensing masses for a 

sample of clusters. These additional information will 

tighten the constraints on the cosmological parameters 

further and will allow for a realistic assessment of the 

observational strength of the eROSITA instrument.

Towards Cosmology with eROSITA
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Figure 6: Halo mass function for a WMAP5 cosmology, 

different equations of state w of dark energy and 

redshifts z = 0.01 (red), z = 1.0 (black), z = 2.0 (blue).

Figure 7: Observed number of photons with the 

eROSITA instrument in dependence on the cluster mass 

and redshift. A mass-cut is defined at 5*1013 h-1 M! . 

(compare also Pillepich et al. 2012)

Figure 8: We introduce a limit of 50 photons for a cluster 

to be detected by the instrument (dashed line). The plot 

shows the observation limit for individual masses. 

(compare also Pillepich et al. 2012)
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Figure 3 & 4: The colours of the pixels present 

the relative uncertainties, !T/T or !z/(1+z). The 

white framed pixels indicate clusters with large 

numbers of catastrophic failures in the spectral 

fit. The simulation is generated for texp=1.6 ks. 
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Figure 5: Probability distribution of 

the number of clusters given in Log10 

observed by eROSITA.

We predict the precision of the cluster temperatures and redshifts obtained from 

the eROSITA data only, based on a spectral analysis and the application of the 

scaling relation by Reichert et al., 2011(Figs. 3 & 4). Precise temperatures with

a relative uncertainty below 10% will be 

available for clusters up to z ~ 0.08. The 

displayed region adds up to newly 

obtained temperatures for 1,700 clusters 

of galaxies in addition to the already 

available  eHIFLUGCS data. A good 

estimate on the X-ray redshift will be 

available for clusters up to redshifts of 

z~0.45. According to this, redshift 

estimates will be available for 23,000 

clusters. 

For the presented simulations, the bias 

in the cluster properties is negligible for 

those clusters with precise temperature 

or redshift estimates.

Contact: kborm@astro.uni-bonn.de



Summary of Sta/s/cs/Precision 
•  eROSITA will increase sta/s/cs by 1‐2 ord. of mag. 

•  It will discover 100k clusters, among them all   
massive ones in the observable Universe and, 
hopefully, many more bullet‐like clusters. 

•  It will likely be the first “Stage IV” dark energy     
probe world‐wide. 

•  It will yield compe//ve and complementary 
constraints on dark ma>er, e.g., ΔΩM<1%, dark 
energy, e.g., ΔwDE<3%, but also on modified      
gravity, neutrino masses, primordial                        
non‐Gaussianity, …. 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Cluster Cosmology – Improvements  

•  Sta/s/cs/precision 
– eROSITA 

•  Systema/cs/accuracy 
– Cluster physics 
–  Instrumental calibra/on 
– Mass calibra/on at high z 

– Adding groups 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Cluster Physics: Some Assump/ons for 
X‐Ray Cluster Mass Determina/on 

•  Hydrosta/c equilibrium, e.g., no turbulence, bulk 
mo/ons, rota/on, convec/on, major mergers, …. 

•  No other external forces, e.g., magne/c fields. 
•  No pressure supplied by rela/vis/c par/cles. 
•  Electron/ion equipar//on. 
•  Ioniza/on equilibrium. 
•  No mul/temperature structure. 
•  No helium sedimenta/on. 
•  …. 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•  If a single‐T model is fi>ed to a mul/‐T 
spectrum, the best fit T depends on the used 
instrument (e.g., Mathiesen & Evrard 2001, Mazo>a et al. 
2004, Rasia et al. 2005, Vikhlinin 2006). 

Mul/‐T Structure (TX=Te?) 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Mul/‐T Structure (TX=Te?) 

Suzaku 
XIS FI 

17 Reiprich et al. (2013) 



Mul/‐T Structure (TX=Te?) 

Reiprich et al. (2013) 

eROSITA 
7 telescopes 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Mul/‐T Structure (TX=Te?) 
•  If a single‐T model is fi>ed to a mul/‐T 
spectrum, the best fit T depends on the used 
instrument (e.g., Mathiesen & Evrard 2001, Mazo>a et al. 
2004, Rasia et al. 2005, Vikhlinin 2006). 

•  Astro‐H (and Athena) will disentangle temperature structure 
(high throughput and spectral resolu/on). 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Cluster Cosmology – Improvements  

•  Sta/s/cs/precision 
– eROSITA 

•  Systema/cs/accuracy 
– Cluster physics 
–  Instrumental calibra/on 
– Mass calibra/on at high z 

– Adding groups 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Chandra/XMM‐Newton Cross‐Calibra/on 

TX for the ~60 brightest clusters 
in the sky (HIFLUGCS). 

Schellenberger et al. (arXiv:1404.7130) 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Adjus/ng ACIS effec/ve area to fla>en           
ACIS/EPIC‐pn stacked residual ra/os. 

Schellenberger et al. (arXiv:1404.7130) 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Cosmological Impact 

Schellenberger et al. (arXiv:1404.7130) 

Temperature profiles measured with 
XMM‐Newton instead of Chandra 
result in 8% lower ΩM. 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Improving Instrumental Calibra/on 

•  Astro‐H  (and Athena) line ra/o temperatures 
(~independent of effec/ve area calibra/on 
uncertain/es). 

•  eROSITA calibra/on plan accounts for this 
(pointed cluster observa/ons during flight to 
L2). 

24 



Cluster Cosmology – Improvements  

•  Sta/s/cs/precision 
– eROSITA 

•  Systema/cs/accuracy 
– Cluster physics 
–  Instrumental calibra/on 
– Mass calibra/on at high z 

– Adding groups 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From Weak Lensing (Israel et al. 2014) 
MWL/MX,Chandra ≥ 0.8  (R500, z ~ 0.5) 

A&A 564, A129 (2014)

Table 2. Measurements of the X-ray – WL mass bias.

Scaling relation Model cNFW Slope B Intercept A bMC from Monte Carlo b = !log ! " log "# #2
red,M"M Section

Mwl
500(rwl

500)–Mhyd
500(rwl

500) default cfit "0.51+0.20
"0.21 0.00+0.07

"0.08 0.08+0.14
"0.13 (0.27+0.21

"0.20; "0.10+0.16
"0.15) 0.08 ± 0.09 0.58 3.1

default cB13 "0.47+0.26
"0.25 "0.02+0.07

"0.08 0.00+0.14
"0.13 (0.10+0.23

"0.18; "0.10+0.17
"0.15) "0.02 ± 0.04 0.52 3.1

no dilu. corr. cfit "0.53 ± 0.23 0.01 ± 0.08 0.11+0.14
"0.13 (0.27+0.21

"0.20; "0.06+0.16
"0.15) 0.11 ± 0.08 0.57 4.3

no dilu. corr. cB13 "0.49 ± 0.29 "0.01+0.07
"0.08 0.02+0.14

"0.13 (0.10+0.22
"0.18; "0.06+0.17

"0.15) 0.00 ± 0.03 0.51 4.3

Mwl(rfix)–Mhyd(rfix) rfix = 600 kpc cB13 "0.68+0.19
"0.21 "0.11 ± 0.05 0.01+0.10

"0.07 (0.12+0.16
"0.10; "0.11+0.10

"0.08) "0.02 ± 0.04 0.82 4.2
rfix = 800 kpc cB13 "0.58+0.19

"0.21 "0.02 ± 0.04 0.02+0.10
"0.07 (0.12+0.18

"0.11; "0.09+0.10
"0.08) "0.02 ± 0.04 0.72 4.2

rfix = 1000 kpc cB13 "0.52+0.19
"0.21 0.01 ± 0.05 0.01+0.11

"0.08 (0.10+0.20
"0.11; "0.09+0.11

"0.09) "0.03 ± 0.03 0.69 4.2

Mwl
500(rY

500)–MY
500(rY

500) default cB13 "0.75+0.12
"0.13 0.07 ± 0.03 0.08+0.10

"0.07 (0.23+0.18
"0.11; "0.08+0.10

"0.07) 0.04 ± 0.06 1.21 3.2
Mwl

500(rT
500)–MT

500(rT
500) default cB13 "0.63 ± 0.23 0.04 ± 0.06 0.05+0.11

"0.08 (0.17+0.18
"0.12; "0.08+0.11

"0.10) 0.02 ± 0.05 0.88 3.2
Mwl

500(rG
500)–MG

500(rG
500) default cB13 "0.89+0.18

"0.31 0.01+0.03
"0.04 0.04+0.10

"0.07 (0.21+0.17
"0.10; "0.15+0.09

"0.07) 0.00 ± 0.07 2.11 3.2

Notes. We estimate a possible bias between masses ! and " by three estimators: First, we fit to (log ! " log ") as a function of ", yielding
an intercept A at pivot log

!
Mpiv/M$

"
= 14.5 and slope B from the Monte Carlo/jackknife analysis. Second, we compute the logarithmic bias

bMC = !log !"log "#MC, averaged over the same realisations. Uncertainties for the MC results are given by 1$ ensemble dispersions. In parentheses
next to bMC, we show its value for the low-Mwl and high-Mwl clusters. Third, we quote the logarithmic bias b = !log ! " log "# obtained directly
from the input masses, along with its standard error. Finally, we give the #2

red for the mass-mass scaling, obtained from the MC method. The
“default” model denotes WL and hydrostatic masses as described in Sect. 2.

Fig. 2. Ratios between X-ray and WL masses as a function of WL mass. Panel A) shows log (Mhyd/Mwl) within rwl
500, panel B) shows log (MY/Mwl)

within rY
500. WL masses assume the B13 c–M relation. We show three tests for a mass bias: the overall average logarithmic bias b = !log MX "

log Mwl# is denoted by a long-dashed line, and its standard error by a dark grey shading. Short-dashed lines and light grey shading denote the
same quantity, but obtained from averaging over Monte Carlo realisations including the jackknife test. We also show this bMC for the low-Mwl and
high-Mwl clusters separately, with the 1$ uncertainties presented as boxes, for sake of clarity. As a visual aid, a dot-dashed line depicts the Monte
Carlo/jackknife best-fit of log (MX/Mwl) as a function of Mwl. In addition, panel A) also contains this best-fit line (triple-dot-dashed) for the case
without correction for cluster member dilution; the corresponding data points follow the Fig. 1 scheme. Indicated by uncertainty bars, panel B)
also presents three high-z clusters from High et al. (2012).

parameters from the shear profile fits, cf. Paper II; upper panel of
Fig. 1), and 1.46±0.57, if the B13 mass-concentration relation is
applied (“cB13”; lower panel). The di!erent slopes in the cfit and
cB13 cases are mainly due to the two clusters, CL 1641+4001
and CL 1701+6414, in which the weak lensing analysis revealed
shallow tangential shear profiles due to extended surface mass
plateaus (cf. Figs. 3 and 5 of Paper II). This will be the starting
point for further analysis and interpretation in Sect. 4.1.

Although the cB13 slope is consistent with the expected
1:1 relation, such a Mwl

500–Mhyd
500 relation would translate to ex-

treme biases between X-ray and WL masses if extrapolated
to higher and lower masses. Especially for masses of a
few 1015 M$, ample observations disagree with the extrapolated
Mwl > 2Mhyd. We do not claim our data to have such predicting
power outside its mass range. Rather, we focus on what can be
learnt about the X-ray/WL mass bias in our 0.4 % z % 0.5 mass
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2.6. Fitting algorithm for scaling relations

The problem of selecting the best linear representation y =
A + Bx for a sample of (astronomical) observations of two
quantities {xi} and {yi} can be surprisingly complex. A plethora
of algorithms and literature cope with the di!erent assump-
tions about measurement uncertainties one can or has to make
(e.g. Press et al. 1992; Akritas & Bershady 1996; Tremaine
et al. 2002; Kelly 2007; Hogg et al. 2010; Williams et al. 2010;
Andreon & Hurn 2012; Feigelson & Babu 2012). The chal-
lenges observational astronomers have to tackle when trying to
reconcile the prerequisites of statistical estimators with the real-
ities of astrophysical data are manifold, including heteroscedas-
tic uncertainties (i.e. depending non-trivially on the data them-
selves), intrinsic scatter, poor knowledge of systematics, poor
sample statistics, “outlier” points, and non-Gaussian probability
distributions. Tailored to the problem of galaxy cluster scaling
relations, Maughan (2014) proposed a “self-consistent” mod-
elling approach based on the fundamental observables. A full
account of these di!erent e!ects exceeds the scope of this ar-
ticle. We choose the relatively simple fitexy algorithm (Press
et al. 1992), minimising the estimator

!2
P92 =

N!

i=1

(yi ! A ! Bxi)2

"2
y,i + B2"2

x,i
, (5)

which allows the uncertainties "x,i and "y,i to vary for di!er-
ent data points xi and yi, but assumes them to be drawn from a
Gaussian distribution. To accommodate intrinsic scatter, "2

y,i in
Eq. (5) can be replaced by "2

i = "
2
y,i + "

2
int (e.g. Weiner et al.

2006; Andreon & Hurn 2012). We test for intrinsic scatter using
mpfitexy (Markwardt 2009; Williams et al. 2010), but in most
cases, due to the small !2 values, find the respective parameter
not invoked. Thus we decide against this additional complexity.
A strength of Eq. (5) is its invariance under changing x and y
(e.g. Tremaine et al. 2002); i.e., we do not assume either to be
“the independent variable”.

Rather than propagating the (unknown) distribution func-
tions in the mass uncertainties3, we approximate 1" Gaussian
uncertainties in decadic log-space, applying the symmetrisation:

"(log #i)= log (e)(#+i ! #!i )/(2#i) = log (e)("+#,i + "
!
#,i)/(2#i), (6)

where #+i = #i + "
+
#,i and #!i = #i ! "!#,i are the upper and

lower limits of the 1" interval (in linear space) for the datum #i,
given the uncertainties "±#,i. All our calculations and plots use
{xi} := {log #i} and {"x,i} := {"(log #i)}, with log " log10.

3. Results

3.1. Weak lensing and hydrostatic masses

The first and single most important observation is that hydro-
static masses Mhyd

500(rwl
500), i.e. evaluated at r500 as found from

weak lensing, and weak lensing masses Mwl
500(rwl

500) roughly agree
with each other (Table 1). Our second key observation is the
very tight scaling behaviour between Mhyd

500 and Mwl
500, as Fig. 1

shows. In all cases presented in Fig. 1, and most of the ones
we tested, all data points are consistent with the best-fit rela-
tion. Consequently, the fits return small values of !2

red < 1 (see

3 A natural feature in complex measurements like this, asymmetric un-
certainties in Mwl

200 arise from the grid approach to !2 minimisation in
Paper II (cf. Fig. 2 therein).

Fig. 1. Scaling of weak lensing masses Mwl
500(rwl

500) with hydrostatic
masses Mhyd

500(rwl
500). The upper (lower) panel is for cfit (cB13). Both show

best fits for three cases: the default (filled, thick ring, dotted ring sym-
bols; thick dashed line), regular shear profile clusters only (filled and
thick ring symbols; dash-dotted line; Sect. 4.1), and without correction
for dilution by cluster members (filled, thin ring, dotted ring symbols;
long dashed line; Sect. 4.3). The dotted line shows equality of the two
masses, Mwl

500 = Mhyd
500 . Shaded regions indicate the uncertainty range of

the default best-fit. Some error bars were omitted for sake of clarity.

Table 2). Bearing in mind that we only use stochastic uncer-
tainties, this points to some intrinsic correlation of the WL and
hydrostatic masses. We will discuss this point in Sect. 4.2.

Finally, we find the slope of the Mwl
500(rwl

500)–Mhyd
500(rwl

500) rela-
tion (dashed lines in Fig. 1) to be steeper than unity (dotted line):
using the “default model”, i.e. the analysis described in Sect. 2,
a fitexy fit yields 1.71 ± 0.64 for the “cfit” case (concentration
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Improving Mass Calibra/on 

•  Increase sta/s/cs of weak lensing studies, in 
par/cular at high redshib. 

•  For eROSITA, simultaneously model mass 
calibra/on, selec/on effects, and cosmology. 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Cluster Cosmology – Improvements  

•  Sta/s/cs/precision 
– eROSITA 

•  Systema/cs/accuracy 
– Cluster physics 
–  Instrumental calibra/on 
– Mass calibra/on at high z 

– Adding groups 

28 



Adding groups to cosmological eROSITA Sample? 
New bias‐corrected scaling rela/ons indicate “possibly yes.” 

Bharadwaj’s talk, Lorenzo’s poster 
and 
Bharadwaj et al. (2014), Lovisari et al. (subm.). 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Summary of Systema/cs/Accuracy 

•  Good progress on physical and instrumental 
understanding. More is needed. Mul/lambda 
approach required; from X‐ray side, the near 
and distant future looks great. 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